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The following claims have been allowed: 

CLAIMS  

1.  An aerial vehicle comprising a plurality of lift-generating surfaces;  

the plurality of lift generating surfaces comprising a lifting body surface and a tiltwing; 

the tiltwing:  a) pivotably coupled to the lifting body surface through a pivotable connection, b) 

comprising at least one tiltwing propulsor, and c) configured to pull the lifting body surface;  

the lifting body surface comprising a liftpath and a platform, said platform comprising:  a) a median 

platform width greater than ten times a median platform thickness and b) a median platform length greater 

than the median platform width; 

wherein:  a) the liftpath is configured to enable flight and defines an approximately-flat aerodynamically-

contiguous surface, b) aerodynamic forces actuate the position of the tiltwing relative to the lifting body 

surface to provide passively stable flight, and c) the liftpath includes at least part of a lower or an upper 

surface of the platform. 

2.  The aerial vehicle of claim 1, the aerial vehicle configured to cruise with liftpath air angles of attack 

between 0 and 2 degrees.  

3.   The aerial vehicle of claim 1 wherein:  a) the aerial vehicle is a multicopter comprising a 

counterbalance propulsor system and an airchassis, b) the tiltwing is a front tiltwing, and c) the airchassis, 

front tiltwing, and counterbalance propulsor system are transitionable through passive actuation to a 

default failsafe descent configuration, the failsafe descent configuration conducive to landing without 

catastrophic damage to at least one of the airchassis, front tiltwing, counterbalance propulsor system, and 

a payload. 

4.   The aerial vehicle of claim 3, wherein:  a) the counterbalance propulsor system provides negligible 

thrust while the airchassis, front tiltwing, and counterbalance propulsor system are in the failsafe descent 

configuration and b) the counterbalance propulsor system is aft of the front tiltwing.  

5.   The aerial vehicle of claim 1, further comprising an airchassis, a swaying platform, a swaying 

platform total wetted surface area, and a swaying platform total liftpath surface area, 

the swaying platform located below the airchassis and pivotably coupled to the airchassis and the 

swaying platform total liftpath surface area is greater than one third the swaying platform total wetted 

surface area. 



6.  The aerial vehicle of claim 1 further comprising fences on both sides of the lifting body surface, the 

median height of the fences between 2% and 20% of the median width of the lifting body surface. 

7.  The aerial vehicle of claim 1, further comprising solar cells on the lifting body surface and an energy 

storage means connected to the solar cells.  

8.   The aerial vehicle of claim 1, wherein the tiltwing is configured to be aerodynamically actuated to a 

pseudo-hovering configuration to provide a dampened descent by a pseudo-hovering upward force, said 

pseudo-hovering upward force having a combination of lift and thrust.  

9.  An aerial vehicle comprising a plurality of lift-generating surfaces;  

the plurality of lift generating surfaces:  a) configured to form a liftpath having a rectangular 

approximately-flat aerodynamically-contiguous surface and b) comprising a lifting body surface and a 

tiltwing; 

the tiltwing:  a) pivotably coupled to the lifting body surface, b) comprising a tiltwing propulsor, and 

c) disposed fore or aft of the lifting body in all flight configurations;  

wherein the liftpath is configured to enable flight and defines the rectangular approximately-flat 

aerodynamically-contiguous surface comprising a lateral width and a longitudinal length, said 

longitudinal length greater than the lateral width. 

10.  The aerial vehicle of claim 9, comprising at least one counterbalance propulsor wherein:  

a) the aerial vehicle is a multicopter, b) the tiltwing is a single front passively-adjusting tiltwing in 

front of the lifting body surface, c) the lifting body surface is a single fuselage, and d) lift provided by the 

front passively-adjusting tiltwing is less than half the total multicopter weight. 

11. The aerial vehicle of claim 10 wherein the front passively-adjusting tiltwing is freely rotatable relative 

to the single fuselage within a predetermined angular range around a tiltwing axis.  

12. The aerial vehicle of claim 1 comprising laterally-extending wings with wing aspect ratios less than 

2.0. 

13. The aerial vehicle of claim 10, further comprising an airchassis, the single fuselage comprising a 

swaying platform, and the airchassis pivotably connected to both the swaying platform and the single 

front passively-adjusting tiltwing. 

14. The aerial vehicle of claim 10, comprising a control system capable of configuring the multicopter for 

a failsafe landing where greater than eighty percent of lift on the multicopter is generated by the tiltwing 

propulsor. 

15.  The aerial vehicle of claim 9, the liftpath defining air angles of attack between 0 and 2 degrees.  

16.   The aerial vehicle of claim 9, comprising structural or control surfaces extending from the 

rectangular approximately-flat aerodynamically-contiguous surface.   

17.   A landing method for landing a multicopter comprising a plurality of failsafe methods;  



the multicopter comprising a front tiltwing, a vehicle center of gravity, a front tiltwing propulsor 

configured to provide a front tiltwing propulsor force, said front tiltwing propulsor force being a vector 

sum of a front tiltwing propulsor thrust and a front tiltwing propulsor lift,  

said multicopter configured to provide:  a total multicopter lift, a total multicopter thrust, a first 

failsafe configuration, and a second failsafe configuration;  

a first failsafe method comprising: transitioning the front tiltwing to a first failsafe configuration 

wherein the total multicopter lift is more than four times greater than the front tiltwing propulsor lift and 

the tiltwing propulsor thrust is at least eighty percent of the total multicopter thrust; and 

a second failsafe method comprising transitioning the front tiltwing to a second failsafe configuration 

wherein the front tiltwing propulsor lift is greater than one third of the total multicopter lift and the front 

tiltwing propulsor lift is greater than the total multicopter thrust.  

18.   The landing method of Claim 17, wherein passive aerodynamic actuation performs at least one of the 

first failsafe method and the second failsafe method.   

19.   The landing method of Claim 17 including a third failsafe method;  

the third failsafe method comprising:  a) transitioning a midsection rotary wing from a fixed wing 

position to a rotary position, the midsection rotary wing coupled to and extending above an airchassis, the 

midsection rotary wing also coupled to a power supply and a control unit; and b) increasing power 

supplied by the power supply to the midsection rotary wing prior to landing;  

wherein the rotary wing produces over eighty percent of the total multicopter lift one second before 

landing. 

20.   The landing method of Claim 19, further comprising transitioning a swaying platform from a 

cruising position to a hovering position; 

the swaying platform:  a) configured to transition between a cruising configuration and a hovering 

configuration, b) including a fuselage compartment, a swaying platform arm, and a lifting body surface, 

and c) located below the airchassis and mechanically connected to the airchassis through at least one 

lateral axis bearing by the swaying platform arm.  
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